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Abstract

Against the backdrop of a rapidly changing security environment in East Asia, regional actors have seen a surge in “nuclear anxiety.” Worries among citizens of US allies and partners about rising nuclear threats and nuclear proliferation risks critically shape US foreign policy in East Asia. This paper thus asks: What drives nuclear anxiety in East Asia? And how can the United States most effectively resolve it? We situate nuclear anxiety in the dynamics of abandonment and entrapment that exist between allied states, as well as in the unique regional security structure, or the hub-and-spoke system in East Asia. To better understand the implications of nuclear anxiety on regional nuclear policy, we analyze the results of an original survey conducted in June 2023 across Washington’s five allies and partners in East Asia: Australia, Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan. The survey results suggest the presence of the dynamics of both nuclear entrapment and abandonment among these regional actors, as well as mixed interests in indigenous nuclear programs. In addition, we demonstrate how citizens of East Asia evaluate possible policy options that could help Washington mitigate regional nuclear anxiety.
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Introduction

In East Asia, nuclear deterrence is one of the defining axes of regional polarization (Hughes 2007; Frühling and O’Neil 2021). With China’s and North Korea’s growing nuclear arsenals challenging regional stability, South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, and Australia largely rely on U.S. nuclear assurances for protection. At the same time, they must navigate complex economic and political relationships with the United States, China, and each other. These states face a difficult dilemma in attempting to manage growing “nuclear anxiety” among their publics (Tsunashima 2023). In this paper, we use the term “nuclear anxiety” in reference to how citizens in East Asian states understand a complex set of nuclear fears. These include security threats stemming from multiple regional adversaries, worries about allied nuclear proliferation, and concerns about (in)adequately managing the nuclear dimensions of their US security guarantees. We aim to investigate how the East Asian publics prefer to balance contrasting sets of priorities as they seek both strategic and psychological security in their emerging threat environment.

Because US allies and partners in East Asia do not possess their own nuclear weapons and thus cannot face nuclear threats with their own arsenals, a significant portion of their nuclear anxiety derives from principal-agent problems inherent in managing their nuclear relationship with the United States. These states face challenges related to the dynamics of both abandonment and entrapment. In this paper, we focus specifically on nuclear abandonment and nuclear entrapment, such that the former indicates concerns about being abandoned by the United States in the face of threats from nuclear adversaries, such as China and North Korea, whereas the latter implies being entrapped into an unwanted nuclear conflict if Washington escalates against these regional competitors.

The current literature argues concerns about nuclear abandonment are a primary driver of proliferation, such that allied states might prefer developing their own nuclear weapons if they.

---

1 We include US security partners as members of this network; for example, Taiwan plays an important role in the US alliance network in East Asia even in the absence of a formal security guarantee from the United States.
2 The concept of nuclear anxiety has been utilized to capture people’s concern about a potential nuclear war and its apocalypse. The term was used initially in Psychology (Meacham 1964; Newcomb 1988) and was later adopted in International Relations (IR) (Tucker 1984; McCauley and Payne 2010; Sauer 2016). While “critical approaches” in IR can examine its generative role in terms of securitizing, postcolonial, and gender dynamics, we instead adopt the “problem-solving approach” to investigate how the pressures of nuclear anxiety shape citizens’ demands for their governments to solve nuclear problems (R. W. Cox 1981).
3 We use the term nuclear proliferation, in keeping with the scholarly literature, to mean the acquisition of an indigenous nuclear arsenal.
4 In solely using the term “entrapment,” we are collapsing what scholars have traditionally seen as entrapment—i.e., an ally being dragged into another ally’s conflict about an issue where the allies do not share interests (Snyder 1984)—and the “unwanted nuclear use theory,” which refers instead to disagreements about when to escalate a crisis or conflict occurring over shared interests (Sukin 2020).
cannot be reassured their guarantor will follow through on its defense commitments (Reiter 2014; Debs and Monteiro 2016). Several scholars have argued such concerns are critical in South Korea’s growing interest in nuclear proliferation (Ko 2019; Son and Yim 2021; Yeo 2023; M. Kim 2023). In contrast, a growing body of scholarship suggests concerns about entrapment can also motivate nuclear proliferation and points to South Korean anxiety about whether the United States will be able to sufficiently exercise nuclear restraint (Sukin 2020; Sukin and Dalton 2021; Justwan and Berejikian 2023; Lee 2023; Mount 2023).5

Thus, this paper asks: What drives nuclear anxiety in East Asia? And how can the United States most effectively resolve it? To study this, we conducted a survey in June 2023 in Australia, Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan. We asked publics here about their perceptions of regional nuclear threats and explored how they seek reassurance in this threat environment. We argue both abandonment and entrapment concerns shape public preferences, and US policy responses to nuclear anxiety should take both kinds of pressures into account.

This paper proceeds as follows. First, the paper situates nuclear anxiety in the alliance politics literature, demonstrating that concerns about both abandonment and entrapment can undermine feelings of nuclear security. Second, we outline our use of survey experiments to study this topic. Third, we review the survey results and explain how nuclear anxiety in East Asia reflects both abandonment and entrapment considerations. Fourth, we address the potential consequences of these anxieties, exploring public attitudes about indigenous nuclear proliferation as well as the re-deployment of US nuclear weapons to East Asia. In addition, we assess intra-regional dynamics, investigating the effects of South Korean interest in nuclear proliferation on other East Asian states. Fifth, we explore how citizens of US allies and partners in East Asia seek reassurance from the United States. Finally, we synthesize these results and argue that US efforts to resolve regional nuclear security concerns should walk a fine line between resolve and restraint.

Between Abandonment and Entrapment

Snyder (1984; 1997) describes the abandonment-entrapment dilemma as an intractable feature of alliances. Weaker states within alliances worry about their guarantor defecting from the terms of their alliance commitments.6 These defections can occur in various degrees and forms,

---

5 Other scholars have suggested South Korea interest in proliferation is moderated by factors such as wartime exposure to violence (J. D. Kim 2024) or threats of sanctions in the event of proliferation (Son and Park 2023).
6 Similar dynamics to alliances may persist among partnerships, such as in the US-Taiwan relationship.
such as exiting an alliance treaty, failing to implement commitments, or not providing support during adverse contingencies.\(^7\)

On the other hand, strong allies worry about entrapment, i.e., “being dragged into a conflict over an ally’s interests that one does not share, or shares only partially” (Snyder 1984, 467). This alliance hazard has also been conceptualized as “entanglement” (T. Kim 2011, 355), a particularly risky form of the broader “entrapment” defined as “a form of undesirable entanglement in which the entangling state adopts a risky or offensive policy not specified in the alliance agreement.” Both Snyder’s and Kim’s definitions center on alliance actions occurring outside of agreed concerns.\(^8\) Sukin (2020) further expands the conception of entrapment to include reckless behavior over shared interests, arguing that states might worry their allies will adopt overly offensive postures as specified within their alliance agreements. For example, State A might be concerned State B would respond to a common adversary’s aggression with nuclear use—as the guarantee specifically designed to allow—but will do so under conditions in which State A would prefer a conventional response. Together, these concepts of entrapment comprehensively capture a variety of the fears both Washington and its partners may have about being brought into unintended crises or wars as a result of their relationships.\(^9\)

Scholars have explored the extent to which abandonment and entrapment inform US foreign policy. For example, Gholz et al (1997) and Posen (2014) argue that the case for a strategy of restraint emerges because US commitments, such as those in East Asia, risk costly entrapment.\(^10\) Against the strategy of restraint, Kim (2011) and Beckley (2015) argue fears of entrapment are overblown: that there were just a few historical cases where Washington was entrapped due to allies’ behavior. While powerful allies are thought to primarily worry about entrapment, weaker allies are thought to prioritize avoiding abandonment. In partnerships, abandonment concerns may be further heightened, because there is no binding security guarantee.\(^11\)

---

\(^7\) We draw a distinction between “weak” and “strong” states, as is standard in this literature. Snyder primarily uses this framework, remarking entrapment is typically “a more serious concern for the lesser allies than for the superpower” (Snyder 1984, 484). However, Snyder does allow for the stronger partners to worry about abandonment, writing: “when one state has a stronger strategic interest in its partner than vice versa, the first will worry more about abandonment than the second” (Snyder 1984, 473). Snyder suggests this is more likely to be true of so-called “lesser allies.”

\(^8\) This can emerge through a related process of “emboldenment,” where commitments to an ally increase that ally’s perceived chance of victory in a conflict and thereby “embolden” it to adopt offensive postures that could not be risked in the absence of an alliance (Beckley 2015).

\(^9\) Entrapment can occur not just between two countries but also in a broader alliance structure. Suppose State A has bilateral alliances with States B and C. State A’s (over)commitment to State B can trigger the fear of entrapment for State C if States A and C do not have convergent strategic interests. For this dynamic, see: Henry (2020; 2022).

\(^10\) This relates to the idea of moral hazard, where a certain actor behaves recklessly when it is isolated from the effects of such actions. Regarding how moral hazards are at play in alliance dynamics, see: Benson (2012).

\(^11\) Partnerships include treaty alliances, security assurances, and other types of defense cooperation.
IR scholars have pointed to the role of East Asia’s regional alliance structure in furthering this dynamic. In the case of East Asia, the predominant form of alliance has been the hub-and-spoke system, where the United States established bilateral partnerships with Australia (1951), Japan (1951), South Korea (1954), Taiwan (1954), and others, while these states formed lesser degree of partnerships with each other (Ito 2003; Cha 2011). The creation of the hub-and-spoke system can be explained by both Washington and its allies’ perspectives. From the US view, Cha (2009) points to Washington’s powerplay rationale to explain this structure, arguing Washington “managed” the entrapment problem by adopting an asymmetric structure. From Washington’s allies’ perspective, Cha (1999; 2000) demonstrates how historical animosity plays a role in preventing Washington’s East Asian partners from forming a fully-fledged multilateral alliance. Izumikawa (2020) highlights the active role of Washington’s partners in strengthening their bilateral security relationships with the United States, inadvertently putting less value on their relationships with each other.

In relation to the alliance dynamics, this regional structure leads to the prioritization of abandonment in the scholarly works on the US East Asian network. For example, Reiter (2014, 77) argues “smaller states in bilateral partnerships with the United States, like South Korea…and Taiwan, are less likely to fear entrapment” because the hub-and-spoke shape of the US network in East Asia means any individual state is less likely to be entrapped in another spoke’s conflict than if there were true multilateral alliances. With this reasoning, Reiter and others focus on East Asian states’ efforts to avoid abandonment and downgrade the possibility they might maintain entrapment concerns.

While this may be persuasive under the traditional conceptualization of entrapment—whereby it primarily entails a risk of conflict over non-shared interests—an expanded view of entrapment accounting for risky behavior within the confines of an agreed-upon partnership re-introduces the possibility of entrapment concerns even in strictly bilateral settings. Furthermore, extended nuclear deterrence makes the issues of abandonment and entrapment particularly pressing (Schelling 1966). This is because the destructive power of nuclear weapons magnifies the potential costs of being abandoned or entangled for both the United States and its global partners.

Regarding alliance dynamics and nuclear deterrence in East Asia, Lanoszka (2018) explores the role of abandonment threats in the reversal of nuclear programs in Japan and South Korea, among others. Gerzhoy (2015) demonstrates the importance of abandonment concerns in West Germany’s

---

12 Multilateral alliances have also intermittently emerged in the region such as ASEAN (1967), the Quad (2017), and AUKUS (2021) (Kratiuk 2023). The recent creations of multilateral security alliances lead scholars to providing diverse prospect of East Asian security alliances, ranging from “networked” security architecture/design (Dian and Meijer 2020; Wilkins 2022), to dual hierarchical system of the United States and China (Ikenberry 2016), to quasi-alliance and inherently unchanged hub-and-spoke system (Kliem 2020).

13 South Korea, for example, does not necessarily have commitments to defend Taiwan, and vice versa. This is unlike NATO’s arrangement, where each state is committed to the defense of each other.

14 While this literature has focused on the relationships between treaty allies, informal nuclear security guarantees can also exist between partners, such as the United States and Taiwan.
nuclear reversal. Reiter (2014) argues states with high abandonment fears, such as those without credible security commitments, may develop their own nuclear weapons. Debs and Monteiro (2016) highlight that states under a nuclear umbrella may still have abandonment fears that drive them to develop nuclear weapons.

While these strands of literature have focused on how abandonment can drive interest in nuclear proliferation, Sukin (2020) argues entrapment has similar effects. In particular, Sukin finds that the high credibility of Washington’s nuclear guarantee can paradoxically increase Seoul’s fear of entrapment and thus reinforce South Koreans’ support for nuclear proliferation. Other work has similarly pointed to the presence of entrapment concerns in South Korea, despite its bilateral alliance structure with the United States, and linked these to Seoul’s interest in nuclear proliferation (Sukin and Dalton 2021; Mount 2023; Lee 2023).

Recent geopolitical changes have highlighted ballooning nuclear anxiety in East Asia and increased public demand for major policy shifts on nuclear questions. For example, strong interest in nuclear proliferation and/or the re-deployment of US nuclear weapons to South Korea marks a shift in regional nuclear dynamics in response to the growing nuclear threats faced by Seoul. South Korea hosted American nuclear weapons from 1958 to 1991, during which the Park Chung-hee administration in the 1970s sought to develop its own nuclear weapons (Frühling and O’Neil 2021). Over the past several years, an emergent continent of policymakers has advocated for possessing indigenous nuclear weapons, with this policy now favored by more than two-thirds of the country (Dalton, Friedhoff, and Kim 2022). Recent commentary has emphasized how alliance dynamics shape these preferences, pointing to Washington’s untrustworthy extended deterrence and security commitments and adverse lessons drawn from the Ukraine War (M. Kim 2023; Brewer, Dalton, and Jones 2023; C. Moon and Shin 2023; Von Hippel 2023). In October 2023, for instance, experts in Seoul and Washington even recommended redeploying 100 tactical nuclear weapons on South Korea’s soil (Bennett et al. 2023).

Even in Japan, a long-standing stalwart of the anti-nuclear movement, alliance concerns have contributed to warming attitudes about nuclear proliferation (Cheng et al. 2023; Machida 2022; Nishida 2023). In Taiwan, too, there is renewed interest in nuclear assurances. The United States withdrew its nuclear weapons from Taiwan in 1988 (Albright and Stricker 2018), but maintained its security assurances. Taiwanese expectations of the US commitment are strong (Rich, Banerjee, and Tkach 2023), and some experts have encouraged the redeployment of nuclear weapons on Taiwan’s soil (Codevilla 2021).

The AUKUS deal in Australia, in which the United States and the United Kingdom committed to providing Australia with the nuclear propulsion technology needed to power a nuclear submarine, marked a significant shift in Australia’s nuclear approach. The AUKUS deal raised concerns among many global and regional actors about the consequences of the spread of nuclear technology. For example, Indonesian experts expressed concerns about the implications for regional security, especially in relation to stability in the South China Sea (Ningsih 2022; Nurfauzi, Lampita, and
Some experts worried the deal would undermine the NPT. China expressed particularly strong concerns, pointing to possible nuclear proliferation risks. While the initial surge of worries that the deal portended Australian nuclear weapons development has largely passed, some experts remain wary that nonproliferation controls in the pact have been insufficiently implemented (Dalton and Levite 2023). Others suggest the concerns could be perennial, as Australia’s fear of abandonment—which played a role in the inception of AUKUS (L. Cox, Cooper, and O’Connor 2023)—must continuously be managed.

In this paper, we explore the growing pattern of regional interest in nuclear policy, highlighting the forces of abandonment and entrapment in shaping an increasingly tense and complex nuclear security environment. In doing so, we seek to explore and explain East Asian citizens’ interests in nuclear weapons development and the re-deployment of US nuclear weapons to East Asia. We address how these citizens evaluate recommendations for US nuclear policy.

**Methodology**

To explore regional attitudes about nuclear policy, we focus on the phenomenon of public nuclear anxiety, exploring how citizens across East Asia view their nuclear threat environment and investigate their priorities and preferences when it comes to handling the challenges of that environment. In doing so, we align with a growing body of literature exploring the causes and consequences of public attitudes about nuclear proliferation, re-deployment, and posture in East Asia. To do so, the project analyses the results of a survey experiment conducted in June 2023 across five states in East Asia.

Table 1 displays the distribution of respondents included in the survey. In each state, we capture a representative sample of the population, using quotas on respondents’ age and gender. Scholarship has found that quota-based representative samples compare favorably to other collection strategies for survey data. Gender and age quotas are standard in the survey literature.
in part because of their strong correlations with political demographics and other shaping worldviews. In addition, quotas, as opposed to are a more economical sampling method and correct for the under-representation of male and older respondents that can occur when using internet or telephone equal probability random sampling. Our sample includes significant variation on features other than age and gender, such as education, income, veteran status, and policy experience. Our respondents are also fairly knowledgeable about foreign policy, including nuclear issues.

Although the states in our sample do not represent the full panoply of US allies and partners in the region, they include an important sample of this broader landscape. Our dataset covers the US three tightest and most powerful treaty allies in the region: South Korea, Japan, and Australia. In addition, we study nuclear attitudes among the Taiwanese public. Although the United States has no formal security guarantee to Taiwan, it has repeatedly offered security assurances, and the US-Taiwan relationship is often thought critical to regional stability, with conflict contingencies involving Chinese claims over Taiwan featuring heavily in assessments of regional security. Finally, our sample includes Indonesia as an example of a US partner country without a US guarantee and with no explicit US assurances; this inclusion therefore allows us to explore how the alliance and partnership dynamics at the center of this study depart from the myriad security considerations that might influence the preferences and behavior of regional states lying outside of the US network.

Table 1: Geographical breakdown of the survey sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>1003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>1242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following section, we review several descriptive measures of public attitudes about nuclear security. As with all surveys, these measures are imperfect. They cannot fully replicate real-world information environments. Nevertheless, they provide initial intuition for how citizens of US allies and partners are thinking about key nuclear issues. These measures offer only a snapshot of public attitudes, albeit at an important moment in time—when the salience of nuclear threats is especially

20 See Appendix A in online supplementary material.
21 See Appendix B in online supplementary material.
high, and the United States and its partners are actively working to establish a new equilibrium. In this context, public opinion can potentially shape a set of viable policy options. Just as South Korean interest in proliferation has pushed a nuclear conversation to the national mainstage, public preferences on myriad nuclear policies around the region have—in the current political environment—the potential to become highly salient and to thereby influence national and international dialogues.

Assessing Nuclear Abandonment and Entrapment Fears

To evaluate public assessments of US credibility, we asked respondents to imagine how the United States would respond if there were a nuclear attack on their country. While the abandonment literature suggests respondents should be most worried that the United States would not step up in their defense, the entrapment approach instead predicts worries that the United States would, in fact, do so—to serious consequences.

We ask respondents about how likely they find US nuclear use, inquiring: “How likely or unlikely is it that the United States would use nuclear weapons in response to… China/North Korea attacking your country with nuclear weapons?” This allows us to assess the perceived probability that the United States follows through on its defense commitments. As shown in Figure 1, in every state under study except Japan, a majority of respondents anticipated a US nuclear response to the attack against their homeland.22 With the exception of Tokyo, we find relative confidence in the US guarantee and only minority concerns about nuclear abandonment.

In addition, we asked respondents if they would approve of such a response, asking “Would you approve or disapprove of the United States using nuclear weapons in response to… China/North Korea attacking your country with nuclear weapons?”23 This question departs from the traditional approach taken by studies of alliance strength and credibility—its inclusion suggests that ally reassurance should be conceptualized not just as a question of whether an ally would come to one’s aid, but also whether aid, in that specific circumstance, is desired. It thus reflects an understanding of alliances and partnerships that prioritizes agreement between states’ policy preferences and risk tolerance. It suggests entrapment should be considered a viable concern for both strong and weak partners, in multilateral and hub-and-spoke arrangements.

---

22 Indonesian confidence that the United States would come to their defence is notable, given limited US-Indonesia defence cooperation (the two first signed a defence cooperation agreement in 2023). US backing for Indonesian claims in the South China Sea and US antagonism towards China may create a tenuous, “de facto” nuclear security assurance—even though Indonesia is not a treaty ally.

23 For Australia, Indonesia, and Taiwan, the imagined attacker is China. Japanese respondents evaluated threats from both China and North Korea. South Korean respondents were asked about a North Korean attack.
The reactions to this question ranged from 42% of Taiwanese respondents approving of US nuclear retaliation against China to 60% of Japanese respondents approving of US nuclear use against North Korea. This suggests there is, indeed, a notable subset of the public that prefers to avoid nuclear escalation—even in an extremely dire security situation. These respondents may believe the United States would use nuclear weapons in their country’s defense—but their distaste for this policy option means they privilege entrapment concerns over abandonment ones. The questions do not provide specific information about, for example, the number of weapons that would be used in an attack or their targets. It is possible that respondents’ preferences could reflect different interpretations of what a nuclear attack could mean.

Concerns about nuclear escalation could be linked to the nuclear taboo and other moral logics. If respondents view the use of nuclear weapons as unacceptable, this may accelerate concerns about being dragged into nuclear conflict. Indeed, Sukin (2020) argues that the nuclear taboo and an aversion to nuclear use is strongest among those who fear entrapment in a US-led nuclear conflict. However, we find relatively strong support for the use of nuclear weapons in this survey. These findings are especially curious in Japan, where a long-standing moral opprobrium to nuclear weapons exists. Indeed, we find that 85% of Japanese respondents say that the use of nuclear weapons cannot be morally justified—and yet our findings show fairly strong support among Japanese respondents for the use of nuclear weapons.

Figure 1 demonstrates that the dynamics of both nuclear entrapment and nuclear abandonment are present in minds of citizens of US allies and partners in East Asia. These results show that confidence in the reliability of US nuclear security guarantee faces significant regional variation. In addition, we find that many US partners appear concerned about nuclear escalation. They believe the United States is likely to use nuclear weapons in response to a nuclear attack on their country, but they do not necessarily support this option.

The extreme consequences of unwanted nuclear use may cast a shadow over the management of relations with the United States (Sukin 2020). For example, we find that 61% of Australians were confident in the US nuclear security guarantee, but just 49% of respondents would want that guarantee to be activated in the event of a nuclear conflict. In South Korea, Taiwan, and Indonesia, fewer respondents approved of a hypothetical US nuclear response to an attack on their country than believed the United States would actually leverage its nuclear arsenal if Japan were attacked with nuclear weapons by either adversary. Japan’s comparatively hard-line approach to nuclear use and prioritization of abandonment over entrapment could be puzzling given the strong US-Japan nuclear security guarantee and defence relationship. These results also contradict Hata et al. (2023), who show that Japanese citizens with high abandonment concerns are reassured by hard-line US nuclear policies.
findings from Allison, Herzog, and Ko (2022) that only a small percent of the Japanese public would support nuclear retaliation should Pyeongyang attack Nagoya with nuclear weapons. This discrepancy can perhaps be explained by a few factors, including the different scopes of destruction (country vs city) and the rapidly changing security environment in the region between 2023 when our survey was conducted and 2018 when Allison et al. conducted their survey. Japan may now face more significant security concerns, making abandonment a much more serious threat.

US nuclear security assurances continue to be a cornerstone of the US network in East Asia. Confidence in the US nuclear security guarantee is currently high, as a majority of the public Australia, Indonesia, South Korea, and Taiwan anticipate the United States would use its nuclear arsenal to defend their country against nuclear threats. Although we do not ask about reduced commitments directly, it is possible that if the United States adopted policies substantially reducing its commitments in East Asia, such actions could trigger and deepen the fear of abandonment among Washington’s allies, shaking their confidence towards Washington’s nuclear security guarantee.

Figure 1: US allies and partners worry about both abandonment and entrapment.
Potential Consequences of the Abandonment-Entrapment Dilemma

Scholars have suggested that one consequence of these nuclear anxieties is to encourage states to turn towards nuclear proliferation—either to ensure their protection in the event of abandonment (Bleek and Lorber 2014; Debs and Monteiro 2016) or to gain leverage over potentially reckless nuclear guarantors (Sukin 2020). These perspectives imply growing abandonment and entrapment concerns in East Asia could raise regional interest in nuclear proliferation.

Indeed, interest in nuclear proliferation has been prominent for many years in South Korea. In line with this trend, our polling shows 69 percent of South Koreans would be in favor of an indigenous South Korean nuclear program. While South Korean support for nuclear proliferation has garnered much attention, several of the dynamics driving this preference are also present in other East Asia states.

Thus, we inquire—in each state under study—about public receptivity to nuclear proliferation. These results are shown in Figure 2, which displays the proportion of respondents in each state studied that support nuclear proliferation. We find limited interest in proliferation in Australia and Japan, although only a minority of respondents in both countries report they would be strongly opposed to a nuclear program. This finding aligns with Japan’s historically strong anti-nuclear views and recent Australian insistence on non-proliferation norms in response to global concerns about AUKUS.

Support for proliferation is high in Indonesia and Taiwan, with approximately 62 percent and 60 percent of respondents, respectively, expressing views in favor of the policy. In line with previous work, we find substantial interest in South Korea in nuclear proliferation. Each of these states has previously held—and then abandoned—nuclear aspirations. These countries vary significantly in their relationship with the United States, ranging from close treaty ally (South Korea), to possessing strong security assurances (Taiwan), to having relatively new and weak security cooperation (Indonesia). They also vary in terms of their nuclear threat exposure. South Korea and Taiwan both face significant and ongoing nuclear threats from neighboring adversaries, which demand that the countries establish nuclear security measures. Interestingly, Indonesia does not have the same pressing nuclear security concerns, although Jakarta does face continued contestation with Beijing over claims in the South China Sea. Their civilian nuclear energy assets also vary significantly: South Korea is an exporter of nuclear energy technology, while Taiwan has two operating nuclear power reactors, and Indonesia has plans to build a nuclear power reactor.

Moreover, there is variation in the perceived costs of nuclear proliferation. We find that 56% of South Koreans anticipate that nuclear proliferation would result in US sanctions, compared to 24% in Japan, 47% in Taiwan, 36% in Indonesia, and 24% in Australia. Interestingly, support for proliferation in highest in cases where there is a greater belief that proliferation would be costly.

---

25 On Indonesia, see Cornejo (2000). On nuclear reversal, see: Levite (2002); Mehta (2020); and Koch (2022).
Variation across the sample in support for proliferation suggests the observed public interest in proliferation cannot be fully encompassed by simply applying the current, dominant explanations for proliferation—which focus on features like nuclear threat, relevant industrial capabilities, and the simple presence or absence of formal security guarantees—which would not give consistent predictions across these three cases (e.g., Bleek and Lorber, 2014). A more nuanced concept of the public’s nuclear anxieties that also considers abandonment and entrapment risks may provide a deeper explanation for when and why citizens support nuclear proliferation.

These findings suggest interest in nuclear proliferation in the region is both stronger and more widespread than previous studies have thought. This, in turn, suggests public opposition may not be a major constraint on governments seeking to establish nuclear weapons programs and could even—as may be occurring in South Korea—encourage political entrepreneurs to investigate the possibility of nuclear armament.

Figure 2: Support for nuclear proliferation is high in South Korea, Taiwan, and Indonesia.

In Table 2, we delve further into respondents’ interest in nuclear proliferation, examining how various demographic characteristics and life experiences influence attitudes about nuclear
weapons in each of the countries under study. Age is negatively correlated with pro-proliferation attitudes in Indonesia, Japan, and Taiwan (We do not find an age cohort effect in South Korea, in contrast to J.D. Kim (2024)).\(^{26}\) In all cases except South Korea, female respondents are less supportive of nuclear proliferation. This may reflect the correlation between gender and nuclear preferences evident in other survey work on nuclear politics.\(^{27}\) Respondents’ level of education has no effect on their attitudes about nuclear weapons, and income has an inconsistently significant positive effect on pro-proliferation beliefs.

The relationship between proliferation and ideology varies. Conservative political opinions are correlated with pro-proliferation beliefs in Japan and South Korea but are inversely correlated with these beliefs in Taiwan. This is likely because the conservative parties in South Korea and Japan are historically associated with a greater degree of militarism, while conservatism in Taiwan is associated with greater alignment with China. Ideology has no significant effect on interest in proliferation among Australian and Indonesian respondents.

Respondents’ work experience can influence their nuclear beliefs. We find that—except in Taiwan—respondents with military experience are more likely to anticipate that they would approve if their governments sought nuclear weapons. Conscription in South Korea and Taiwan means we have a high proportion of veterans in our sample. 57 percent of our South Korean respondents and 49 percent of Taiwanese respondents are veterans, compared to 7 percent in Australia, 4 percent in Indonesia, and 2 percent in Japan.

Additionally, respondents who have worked in the fields of law, politics, national security, or international organizations are more likely to support proliferation in Korea and Taiwan, but those with policy experience do not have significantly different views from the broader publics in Australia and Indonesia. Respondents with policy experience may be more likely to be familiar with some of the costs of proliferation—such as the need to withdraw from the NPT or the likely imposition of sanctions—making their pro-proliferation preferences unusual. However, some previous scholarship has suggested support for nuclear proliferation may persist even in the face of significant and known costs.\(^{28}\) That those with policy experience advocate for proliferation may suggest the strength of these preferences.

Although respondents with experience in policy or policy-adjacent fields are not necessarily political decision-makers, they may have more similar backgrounds, knowledge, and preferences to those elite players. Investigating the views of this subsample helps us assess in what ways public preferences might be mirrored at elite levels; in the cases of South Korea and Taiwan, these findings are suggestive that elites may be more likely to support nuclear proliferation than the

\(^{26}\) Optimistically, cohort effects could mean that interest in proliferation will wane over time. However, youth views may also evolve over this time.

\(^{27}\) See: Willio and Onderco (Forthcoming).

\(^{28}\) Sukin (2020) shows the South Korean public supports nuclear proliferation even when told it would result in significant sanctions from the United States.
broader public, thereby emphasizing the importance of understanding the drivers of growing interest in nuclear weapons.

Table 2: Correlates of respondents’ approval for indigenous nuclear proliferation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable:</th>
<th>Approval of Nuclear Proliferation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Australia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-0.129*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.068)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran</td>
<td>0.306**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.128)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Experience</td>
<td>-0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.114)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.994***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.165)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although public interest in nuclear proliferation is only one ingredient in a complex network of incentives and disincentives, to the extent that public attitudes could encourage or enable nuclear proliferation, it should be taken as a serious threat to regional stability. This is because nuclear proliferation would be both immensely costly and dangerous. It could fracture alliances and partnerships, increase the risk of nuclear accidents or miscalculation, as well as risk preventive or pre-emptive action by adversaries.

Additionally, some scholars have argued nuclear proliferation can trigger “cascades,” where other regional states seek to match the proliferator’s new nuclear capabilities (Allison 2004; Carter et al. 2007; Clay Moltz 2006; Debs and Monteiro 2018). This research has focused primarily on adversarial dynamics, suggesting, for example, that new nuclear states may cause their adversaries to proliferate (Hughes 2007). Although less developed, some scholars and policymakers have suggested “friendly” cascades are also possible, warning, for example, that proliferation in South Korea could cause other regional powers to explore their own nuclear options (M. Kim 2023). This dynamic has been particularly highlighted in the South Korea-Japan relationship, where significant historical tensions complicate the political interaction between these states (Deacon 2022; Jo 2022).

To test this argument, we asked respondents in Japan, Australia, Taiwan, and Indonesia about how they would respond to South Korean proliferation. In contrast to arguments about “falling nuclear dominoes,” our research suggests South Korean proliferation may not cause such cascade dynamics to emerge. Figure 3 shows the percent of respondents in each US ally and partner under study that anticipate their support for proliferation would increase, decrease, or stay the same if South Korea acquired its own nuclear weapons. In each state, only a minority of respondents believe South Korean proliferation would increase their support for their own government acquiring nuclear weapons.
In Australia and Japan, South Korean proliferation would cause the majority of respondents to be less supportive of their own governments developing nuclear weapons. These dynamics may demonstrate the capability-building features of alliances; some elements in Japan and Australia may view a South Korean arsenal as contributing to their own defence against nuclear threats from China and North Korea. This finding may reflect the emerging security environment, in which Japan-South Korea and Australia-South Korean military cooperation has recently expanded. It also suggests the regional alliance structure is under change, moving away from the hub-and-spoke system where Asian states have only “quasi-alliances” with each other (Cha 2000), towards a more “networked” alliance system (Dian and Meijer 2020; Wilkins 2022) or “nodal defence” where bilateral and multilateral security initiatives are intertwined (Simón, Lanoszka, and Meijer 2021). In Taiwan, which is a partner but not a treaty ally of the United States, this same dynamic is present to a lesser degree: More respondents believe a South Korean arsenal should reduce the need for a Taiwanese arsenal than think it should encourage Taiwanese nuclear proliferation. In Indonesia, which falls largely outside of the US network in East Asia, the reverse is true.

In South Korea, one proposed alternative to nuclear proliferation has been the deployment of US non-strategic nuclear weapons to the Korean Peninsula. This proposal is intended primarily to
solve the abandonment problem. The forward deployment of nuclear weapons makes a nuclear guarantor more invested in the security of the host state and enables faster and more tailored nuclear response options (Fuhrmann and Sechser 2014; Gerzhoy 2015). It should therefore make the threat of nuclear use more credible. However, by this very nature, the deployment of tactical nuclear weapons does not solve—and perhaps even worsens—concerns about entrapment.

Indeed, forward-deployed weapons may make conflict more likely by a) sparking provocations upon their deployment, b) lowering response times for both the United States and its adversaries during crises, and c) lowering the barriers to US nuclear use. In addition, nuclear-sharing countries do not gain full control over the use of nuclear weapons deployed on their soil; in all cases, the United States retains the ability to use these nuclear weapons unilaterally. If there are indeed concerns about reckless decision-making by the United States, forward-deployment should do little to alleviate them.

Interest in the US deployment of nuclear weapons is substantially lower than interest in nuclear proliferation. This is shown in Figure 4, which displays the percent of respondents in each country that support the US deployment of nuclear weapons in Asia. Less than 10% of Australians supported this policy, and just 23% of respondents in Taiwan suggested they would approve of this move. This finding echoes concerns about nuclear entrapment and raises questions about the extent and intensity of abandonment concerns.

Support for the deployment of US nuclear weapons to Asia was notably higher in South Korea (40%). This reflects the South Korean political environment, where several popular politicians, including at times President Yoon Suk Yeol, have advocated for the re-deployment of US nuclear weapons to South Korean soil (Shin 2022). However, South Koreans prefer proliferation over re-deployment, in line with the results of earlier studies (Dalton, Friedhoff, and Kim 2022). In addition to proliferation or re-deployment, other options have been suggested to resolve some of the stressors on South Korea’s nuclear security. This includes the pursuit of nuclear latency—or the possession of many of the technologies, materials, and expertise needed to quickly develop nuclear weapons, without actually developing them. Although we do not ask respondents directly about nuclear latency or other alternatives to nuclear proliferation, these options might be appealing to publics where we have found strong evidence of a substantial desire to address growing regional nuclear threats.

Across the samples, these findings highlight the seriousness of regional interest in proliferation—this pattern is not simply evidence of a desire for more nuclear protection (as forward-deployment would address that concern nearly as well as proliferation)—but instead signals a unique interest in indigenous nuclear proliferation. This may because proliferation resolves entrapment risks
Figure 4: Low support for the United States forward-deploying nuclear weapons.

**Evaluating US Policy**

How should the United States attempt to navigate challenges to the cohesion and strength of its East Asian network? To begin answering this question, we ask respondents to evaluate a series of proposed US policies, each of which may contribute to addressing nuclear abandonment and/or entrapment risks in East Asia.

Although public preferences are only one factor governments might account for, public attitudes can be critical to alliance (or partnership) strength. Anti-American protests in South Korea and Japan are often conceptualized as major challenges to the health of Seoul’s and Tokyo’s US alliances (Yeo 2011). The US deployment of THAAD to South Korea persisted despite public

---

29 Nuclear forward-deployment should not resolve entrapment concerns but should significantly reduce abandonment concerns, as should nuclear proliferation. However, abandonment may still be a concern for nuclear-capable states, especially when facing much more powerful nuclear adversaries (such as China). Both France and the United Kingdom continue to express concerns about US abandonment despite possessing nuclear arsenals.
protests but has left a lasting legacy on South Koreans’ views of the United States (Martin 2017; S. Moon 2021). This study provides insight into how various proposed US policies might influence one impactful measure of reassurance. Overall, respondents’ preferences may indicate a desire to balance both nuclear abandonment and nuclear entrapment risks by maintaining US credibility, while encouraging the United States to demonstrate overtures of restraint.

Table 3: Respondents’ preferences on US nuclear policy proposals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Should the United States…</th>
<th>…increase communication with your government about planning for nuclear threats?</th>
<th>…establish safeguards to limit the use of US nuclear weapons?</th>
<th>…declare that nuclear weapons will only be used in response to a nuclear attack?</th>
<th>…decrease the size of the US nuclear arsenal?</th>
<th>…decrease US military presence in Asia?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Darker blues indicate higher percentages, while darker reds indicate lower percentages.

Respondents supported reinforcing communication. 61 percent of South Korean respondents, for example, believed Washington should increase communication with Seoul about planning for nuclear threats. Majorities in Australia, Taiwan, and Indonesia agreed. Just under half of Japanese respondents supported further communication, but this was still the most preferred choice among Washington’s nuclear policy proposals. Although we could not ask respondents about the full universe of policy options—for example, the United States could also propose diplomatic engagement with adversaries—these results may reflect evaluations of plausible steps the United States could take to alter perceptions of its credibility in East Asia.

There are multiple forms of communication, with varying degrees of interaction between the relevant parties. These range from one party merely informing another to thorough and binding consultations. South Korea and Japan have both sought—and received—more extensive nuclear consultations from the US government, which could help chip away at abandonment and
entrapment challenges. By strengthening ties between governments and enabling preparations for nuclear use, consultations reduce the chance of abandonment when crises occur. At the same time, consultations help governments navigate their policy preferences and express risk tolerances, highlighting not only situations in which force ought to be used, but also those in which it should not.

Although respondents express concern about entrapment, they may also be wary of disentanglement. The vast majority of respondents oppose decreases in US military presence in Asia as well as decreases in the size of the US nuclear arsenal; this reiterates that both nuclear and conventional capabilities are essential to US credibility. They are necessary to deter adversaries and could be critical to warfighting. While conventional forces act as a “tripwire,” varied nuclear capabilities are necessary for adequate nuclear planning and response.30

Disapproval of US force withdrawals could come to a head if debates about burden-sharing and hosting arrangements that were prominent during the Trump Administration were to resurface. Skepticism towards nuclear reductions could potentially complicate efforts at US participation in numerical arms control; US allies and partners could lobby against changes to the US nuclear force structure that they believe will weaken their security. While most respondents do not go so far as to desire US nuclear weapons deployments in Asia, they nevertheless do not want the existing US arsenal to be weakened, either because they fear it would reduce the credibility of US guarantees or because they worry US adversaries would be emboldened. These findings demonstrate that, although there is currently strong confidence in US nuclear assurances, this could be shattered by policy missteps that undermine alliance cohesion.

Policies that would restrain US options for nuclear use—including safeguards and doctrinal changes—were met with only lukewarm views. While a majority of respondents in Australia support such policies, Japanese opposition was clear. Meanwhile, between 40-49 percent of respondents in South Korea and Taiwan would support either safeguards that limit US nuclear use or a declaratory posture that would do so. While these policies might address some concerns about entrapment, they could also make abandonment more likely and could increase security risks by emboldening adversaries.

There is significant regional variation. The Australian, South Korean, and Taiwanese samples show comparatively high entrapment fears, evidenced by a greater desire for both safeguards and posture-based limitations on US nuclear use. These occur in concert with abandonment fears, shown through a strong aversion to US drawdowns of any warfighting capabilities for the Indo-Pacific theatre. These dual concerns could reflect the “frontline” status of these states to nuclear threats from China and North Korea. Reiter suggests this combination could be especially dangerous, writing: “states with high abandonment fears and high entrapment fears are more likely

30 Scholars debate the reassurance value of tripwires. On tripwires, see: Reiter and Poast (2021); Blankenship and Lin-Greenberg (2022); Musgrave and Ward (2023); and Sukin and Lanoszka (2023). For challenges, see: Schelling (1966); George and Smoke (1974); and Snyder (2015).
to acquire nuclear weapons, even if third party security commitments are offered” (Reiter 2014, 26).

In contrast, Japanese respondents are reluctant to accept any change to US regional posture, suggesting a precariousness to the current balance in the US-Japan relationship, echoed in the Japanese concerns reported earlier in this paper about whether the US intervention against nuclear threats is likely. In Indonesia, which lacks a formal US alliance, sentiment runs the other way—respondents are tolerant of any change to US posture, suggesting discomfort with the current US approach to regional politics. This contrast shows a key difference between close US partners and those outside of its network.

Conclusion

Using a series of surveys in Australia, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and Indonesia, this paper explores patterns in public sentiments at a time of heightened nuclear anxiety around the world. We find that the citizens of US allies and partners worry about both being abandoned and being entrapped by the United States. These fears contribute to growing regional interest in nuclear proliferation, particularly in South Korea, Taiwan, and Indonesia. However, we find relatively little interest in the United States forward-deploying nuclear weapons to East Asia. In contrast to arguments about nuclear cascades, we find that the possibility of nuclear proliferation in South Korea would not necessarily increase public demand for responsive nuclear proliferation elsewhere in the region.

Although public opinion shapes—but does not determine—policy, it nevertheless provides valuable insight into how nuclear security and network management challenges are understood among US allies and partners in East Asia. Building upon this, further research may be valuable in the following five areas. First, scholarship may explore the way in which strategic and moral logics about nuclear weapons work operate simultaneously. Second, it may wish to explore more critically how the public’s nuclear anxiety shapes policy and to further investigate the differences between public opinion and elite preferences. Third, scholars could examine how the nuclear alliance dynamics articulated in this paper affect conventional security dynamics. Fourth, further research is needed to examine how changes in the perceived costs of nuclear proliferation might influence the attitudes demonstrated here. Lastly, scholars may wish to examine the causes and consequences of nuclear anxiety among other sets of US allies and partners.

These findings reveal that the United States faces a difficult set of challenges for navigating its security relationships in East Asia. Allies and partners worry about whether the United States will follow through on its security commitments—and about what will happen if it does. These dual abandonment and entrapment concerns drive growing regional interest in nuclear proliferation and
may underlie expanding nuclear cooperation and consultations between the United States and its partners. However, many US nuclear policy changes risk upsetting the delicate balance of Washington’s East Asian relationships. Proposals from the redeployment of non-strategic nuclear weapons to Asia to reductions in the US nuclear arsenal are met with significant disapproval among US allies and partners. To mitigate the risks of extended nuclear deterrence, the United States should more fully understand the sources of nuclear anxiety among its allies and partners as well as develop approaches that generate coalesce between various regional powers’ nuclear policy preferences.
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